**Team Meeting #11**  
Requirements Specification Document Review and Preliminary Design discussion

**Members Present:** 5/5  
Colin Cubinski  
Daniel Nakhla  
Matthew Restivo  
James Rocco  
Justin Valentini

**Date:** November 1st, 2006  
**Start Time:** 9:00PM  
**Location:** Roger Bacon—Software Engineering Lab

1) The meeting was set up to review the Requirements Specification and make the necessary changes, especially in the Data Flow area. James and Colin were assigned the task of fixing the Data Flows since it was them who drew them up in the first place. Additionally we reviewed older versions of the Preliminary Design Document by previous groups and engaged in conversation about who was to handle which aspects tentatively. We decided to wait for further criticism on the Requirements Specification document until our meeting with Dr. Lederman on Friday. During our next meeting we will decide assigned aspects of the preliminary design document concretely.

**End Time:** 9:45PM